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The Kremlin will milk for what it is worth U.S. President Barack Obama's "encouragement"
with Moscow's "cooperative compartmentalization" on the Iran nuclear deal and Putin's
interest in joint efforts to combat ISIS in Syria.

Moscow views the renewed Putin-Obama telephone diplomacy as reinforcing its strategic
narrative of U.S.-Russian geopolitical parity where both countries share "unique
responsibility" for global security and should unite efforts in combatting "big threats" like
ISIS, while ignoring "minor disagreements" over "small issues" like Ukraine.

The Kremlin is emulating Iran's strategy of locking Washington into negotiating on one
critical issue while ignoring the negotiating partner's egregious behavior in other areas.
The hope is to repeat the 2013 scenario when U.S.-Russia cooperation on destroying Syria's
chemical weapons crowded out other disagreements. Re-engaging Obama on ISIS and Syria is
seen as a way to eventually trade away the U.S. sanctions on Russia over eastern Ukraine
and Crimea.
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Obama seems open to exploring Putin's usefulness in ending the civil war in Syria
and defeating ISIS in Syria and Iraq. He revealed that Moscow fears Assad's days are
numbered and is finally getting serious about negotiating, according to U.S. Deputy Secretary
of State Tony Blinken, "to transition Assad out."

Yet Moscow envisions Assad's departure only after Washington recognizes him as an ally
in combating ISIS and helps him re-establish control over Syria as part of the war on terror.
This is a way to escalate the sectarian fighting, not end it, as Assad's brutality feeds
the support for ISIS among Syrian Sunnis.

Obama knows Assad's fate will be decided in Tehran, not in Moscow. "In order for us
to resolve [the Syrian civil war], there's going to have to be agreement among the major
powers that are interested in Syria that this is not going to be won on the battlefield," he said
last week. "Iran is one of those players, and I think it's important for them to be a part of that
conversation."

Still, Obama may hope that granting Putin the right optics of "geopolitical parity" with
the U.S. on Syria could moderate Putin's behavior in Ukraine and make him a responsible
stakeholder in the very world order Russia is now challenging. It's a possibility that Putin
cares more about the appearance of being Obama's equal than about what happens in Ukraine.

It's a possibility worth exploring.
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